
  

Booth Demo Fact Sheet 

NRF 2016: Intel Booth Demonstrations 

At the National Retail Federation (NRF) Big Show, Intel Corporation is showcasing new retail products 

and innovations available in market today that utilize the Internet of Things (IoT) to create new 

experiences for customers and enable retailers to better understand and connect with their customers.  

 

The innovations outlined below are driven by Intel technologies and enabled by Intel’s robust partner 

ecosystem. The solutions are on display in Intel’s booth (#2543) at NRF’s Big Show from Jan. 17-20 in 

New York at the Jacob K. Javits Convention Center. For more information about Intel’s retail solutions, 

visit the online press kit. 

 

New Experiences for Shoppers 

Intel technology is enabling the future of retail by powering radical new solutions poised to 

improve the way consumers shop in stores and drive sales for brands. 

 Nordstrom* 3-D Digital Foot Measurement: Nordstrom is using a precise foot scanning 

solution from Volumental*, powered by Intel® RealSense™ technology to take a 3-D scan 

of a customer’s foot, enabling employees to make precise, data-driven 

recommendations to ensure the customer leaves with the shoe that’s a great fit.  

 

 Brooks Brothers* “Made to Measure”: Brooks Brothers is using body scanning technology 

powered by Intel RealSense technology and Size Stream* to help get the perfect fit on a custom 

shirt by increasing efficiency and reducing errors compared to manual 

measurements. 

 

 Capgemini* Interactive 3-D Modeling: Using an Intel RealSense camera, sales 

associates can use physical objects to instantly create rich 3-D models of rooms 

to show customers layout options. The room models can be further customized 

with style, color and surroundings and can also be used as part of a virtual reality setting, such 

as Oculus* Rift, to create an even more realistic experience.  

 

 COOP* Supermarket of the Future: Developed by Accenture* in collaboration 

with Avanade*, and featuring Intel technology, the supermarket of the future 

recreates the atmosphere of local open-air markets while providing innovative 

digital solutions that share information, interact with shoppers, improve staff 

communication and allow for cloud-based store management.  

 

http://newsroom.intel.com/docs/DOC-5224


  

 Mirium* Magic Mirror: By utilizing Intel RealSense technology, the Magic Mirror 

creates an immersive shopping experience that allows customers to create outfits 

and try on different items without the help of an in-store employee. Customers 

can test different looks by adding jewelry, changing the color of an item and trying 

something out that’s out of stock. 

 

 Boulanger* Virtual Walls: French retailer Boulanger worked with Capgemini and 

Intel to create new digital retail spaces in-store. The interactive and content-rich 

environment helps engage customers with virtual walls and allows employees and 

stores to perform better using analytics technologies.  

 

 Capgemini* Feedback Solution: This scenario leverages technology in the physical store to 

collect customers’ feedback with a simple gesture of a hand, such as a “thumbs up” or “thumbs 

down”. This low-threshold, fun manner of interaction gives the retailer an opportunity to 

engage with, gather feedback and learn from their customers. The solution can be applied to all 

types of settings to attract passersby (e.g. shop windows) and engage in-store shoppers. 

Continuous and real-time analytics on the data collected can be used to improve the customer 

experience, store operations, offers or product features. 

 

Real-World Solutions to Everyday Problems 

Intel technology, from the device to the cloud, is already helping retailers save money and solve 

everyday issues, such as inventory management and payment security. 

 Levi Strauss & Co.*: Using the Intel® Retail Sensor Platform, Levi 

Strauss & Co. stores can track inventory in real time through RFID tags, 

while preserving customer privacy. In addition, a smart fitting room 

application allows customers to view their item on a screen, 

recommends items to match and connects them directly with a sales 

associate.  

 Intel® Data Protection for Transactions: Intel Data Protection Technology for Transactions 

combines software optimized for retailers with Intel hardware, including Intel® Core™ and select 

Intel® Atom™ processors, to deliver a higher level of security from the start of 

a transaction until transaction data is stored on a bank server. 

 

 T+ink Smart Shelf* and T+ink Smart Peg*: Using T+ink’s conductive ink 

technology and the Intel® Quark™ microcontroller D1000, the T+ink Smart 

Shelf and T+ink Smart Peg turn fixture components into intelligent, secure 

and manageable endpoints enabling store personnel to receive and respond 

to alerts around inventory movement and customer behavior. 

 Mobile Solutions: Intel-based tablets give retailers the flexibility to create 

engaging shopping environments with their choice of software, including a 



  

range of options for Windows* 10- or Android*-based operating systems. The mobile solutions 

make it easy to manage and integrate back-end systems varying from hospitality to payment 

security – all centered on a better customer experience.  

 

 Predictive Analytics: Working with Cloudera’s distribution of Apache Hadoop* and Cloudera* 

Enterprise Data Hub, Intel’s predictive analytics solution provides market insights to help 

retailers improve marketing and business efficiency.  

 
Intel, Quark, Intel Core, Intel Atom, Intel RealSense and the Intel logo are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other 

countries. 

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 
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